Neurorestorative process, law, and mechanisms
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Abstract: Neurorestoration, or restoration of neurological function, can be achieved by different strategies through a series of neurorestorative mechanisms, including neuroprotection, neuremodulation, neuroplasticity, immunomodulation, axonal regeneration and sprouting, remyelination or neurorepair, neuroregeneration or neurogenesis, and neuroreplacement. Unfortunately, these mechanisms have been studied and viewed in isolation. The aim of this review is to generalize all attacking insults and restoring mechanisms as a complete neurorestorative process, then analyze the changing process of dynamic interaction between neural insults and restorative mechanisms, and highlight neurorestorative law, ie, “smaller or larger self-restoration always occurs by nature while facing insults, active and appropriate medical intervention is able to better restore functions and/or structures”. This review also briefly describes several important neurorestorative mechanisms.
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Introduction
Neurorestoration is a process to restore, promote, or maintain the integrity of neurological functions by neurorestorative strategies, including physical (electronic or magnetic), chemical (medicine or factors), biological (cell therapy, molecule, bioengineering, and tissue engineering), surgical, or other kind of intervention, which usually bring anatomic structural and/or functional restoration simultaneously.1 Neurorestorative mechanisms, as the basis of central nervous system (CNS) neurorestorable theory, include neuroprotection, neuremodulation, neuroplasticity (neurosynapsis, neural circuit, or network reconstruction), immunomodulation, axonal regeneration and sprouting, remyelination or neurorepair, neuroregeneration or neurogenesis, neuroreplacemnet, and angiogenesis.2–4 What is the interaction between neural insults and restorative mechanisms? What is the relationship between the different neurorestorative mechanisms? Herein we explain their inner relationship and briefly describe several important neurorestorative mechanisms, including neuremodulation, neuroprotection, neuroplasticity, and neurogenesis or neuroregeneration in the CNS.

Neurorestorative process and the law
Regardless of the various causes, the neural insults most likely to make neurons (their soma and fibers) and glia or environment initiate pathophysiological processes may be larger and severer or smaller and milder, that is, the neurons involved may...
be partly in an unhealthy state, or undergo excitotoxicity, abnormal autophagy, or death (necrosis or apoptosis). Thus, restoring mechanisms by nature or interventional strategies must react to those insults through some or all neurorestorative mechanisms. Unfortunately, the mechanisms for the different insults have always been studied and viewed in isolation, but should be investigated as a whole because of their close inner relationship. When the attacking and restoring mechanisms are generalized as a complete neurorestorative process (Figure 1A), the changing process of dynamic interaction between neural insults and restorative mechanisms is clearly demonstrated. The neurorestorative process can be viewed as a physiological state, with three pathophysiological stages, ie, early, middle, and final. It illustrates the full dynamic neural course of all animal life, including that of human beings. When there is an insult, there must be restorative action in both the central and peripheral nervous systems.

Self-restoration, however, may not be strong enough in the pathophysiological stages, so appropriate intervention is necessary to enhance functional restoration. More importantly, from this neurorestorative process, we have found that the neurorestorative law is, “smaller or larger self-restoration always occurs by nature while facing insults, active and appropriate medical intervention is able to better restore functions and/or structures”. We believe that all neural activity in the physiological and pathophysiological states follows this law in terms of physical, psychological, and spiritual functioning. However, more exploration needs to be done in the future with regard to the extent, mechanisms, and strategies of neurorestoration.

**Physiological state**

When neural degeneration or damage is mild, physiological functions are maintained mainly via self-restoring mechanisms, including neuroprotection, neuroplasticity, neuromodulation, and/or immunomodulation.

**Pathophysiological states**

When neurons cannot maintain their functional and/or structural physiological integrity in response to attacking insults via self-restoring mechanisms, they will continue to become worse in pathophysiological state.

**Early stage**

Living unhealthy neurons without function, but with integral structure, result from past or ongoing insults. Prevention of...
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**Figure 1** (A) Neurorestorative process, (B) neurorestorative process with effective interventional strategies, and (C) neurorestorative process with inappropriate interventional strategies.

**Notes:** (A) The direction of arrows keeps in balance, which means neurological functions and/or structures remain stable with self-restoring or interventional strategies. (B) The arrows become bigger from right to left, which means neurological functions and/or structure become better with effective interventional strategies. (C) The arrows become bigger from left to right, which means neurological functions and/or structures become worse with inappropriate interventional strategies.
further deterioration and restoration of a part or complete function can be achieved by neuroprotection, neuroplasticity, neuromodulation, and immunomodulation.

### Middle stage
Loss or impairment of neuronal function and/or structural integrity by past insults can be completely or partly reversed by axonal regeneration, sprouting, remyelination, neurorepair, and neuroplasticity.

### Final stage
Dead neurons and loss of functional or structural integrity caused by past insults that do not exist anymore can be restored by endogenous neuroregeneration or neurogenesis, neuroplasticity, and neuroreplacement.

The entire process of the neuron lifespan from normal state to death (Figure 1A) is probably an example of the entire nervous system, and how the different restoring mechanisms play their roles in the whole process. Clearly, neurorestoration is the only term that can accurately reflect the implications of the neurorestorative process. Each important neurorestorative mechanism has some role in the physiological or pathophysiological stages, but not in the whole process.

Unfortunately, this dynamic process of interaction between neural insults and restorative mechanisms, especially in the CNS, has been ignored for over a century in the community. Why? First, the conventional viewpoint does not acknowledge the possibility of CNS restoration. Second, there has been no overall perspective in this field. Third, the mechanisms for the different types of impairment have been studied and viewed in isolation. Fourth, the majority of neuroscience researchers have focused on neuroregeneration and overlooked other mechanisms, and this continues to be the case.

Figure 1A shows that it is clear that no single neurorestorative mechanism can exert all roles in the whole neurorestorative process. For example, neuroregeneration and neurogenesis may only play a role in the final stage of neuron death. But how much neuroregeneration or neurogenesis can occur? Even if it really happens, it does not mean function is restored. So, overemphasizing neuroregeneration is possibly a century directional mistake; we now believe that it should not be a main study direction in the field of neurorestoratology in the near future.

Figure 1A also contains other important information, as follows:
- In view of the process of developing disease, insults to single cells can generally be clearly seen at distinct stages, but insults to the entire nervous system appear to occur at a mixture of stages.
- In view of the mode of action of the different neurorestorative mechanisms, theoretically they can be separated, but in practice they work together and cannot be separated.
- Importantly, in CNS, currently neuroprotection, neuroplasticity, neuromodulation, and immunomodulation, but not neuroregeneration or neurogenesis, exert main roles in entire neurorestorative process.
- In view of the time and degree of neurorestorative treatment, we believe that the earlier, the better, and the earlier, likely the easier. In the early or middle pathophysiological stages, damaged cells have a chance to recover through appropriate interventional strategies. This implies that early interventional neurorestorative strategies should be recommended and even more, preventive interventional neurorestorative strategies or whatever stimulates endogenous neurorestorative mechanisms should be recommended.
- In view of the balance in the changing process of disease, if neurorestorative mechanisms with appropriate interventional strategies are stronger than insults, the balance of the entire neurorestorative process may return (Figure 1B), otherwise the result due to insults will become worse (Figure 1C).
- With regard to optimizing neurorestoration, one strategy may work through several mechanisms, but comprehensive strategies are likely to restore more functions, so combinations should be paid more attention.

For decades, people have expected rapid structural repair when the CNS is damaged, particularly the spinal cord. Although this expectation has not generally been met, there have been some cases of restoration of nerve function in patients with chronic spinal cord injury who received cell therapy after their natural neurological recovery had plateaued. In patients with complete chronic spinal cord injury, early functional recovery is mainly the result of signaling repair, neuromodulation, or unmasking by neurotrophins and a change in the local microenvironment as a result of cell therapy, instead of neuroregeneration or neurogenesis, which proven by fast functional recovery in many patients within only a few days of cell transplantation.

Under general conditions in the CNS, clinical neurorestorative mechanisms are very complex and comprehensive (Figures 1A and 2). One strategy may restore neurological function through several neurorestorative mechanisms, and different strategies may share the same mechanisms. Any type of neurorestoration may originate from one or all of...
the mechanisms listed above. However, the current research indicates that functional recovery comes mostly from neuromodulation, neuroprotection, and immunomodulation, often from neuroplasticity, axonal remyelination, or neurorepair, and sometimes from neurogenesis or neuroregeneration and angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{8,9} Neuroreplacement may be an important mechanism in Parkinson’s disease, but not in other diseases or damage affecting the CNS.

**Neuromodulation**

Thirty years ago, neuromodulation was considered to be a physiological process of regulation of neuronal activity by neuromodulators or neurotransmitters,\textsuperscript{10} such as acetylcholine, norepinephrine, histamine, serotonin, dopamine, and a variety of neuropeptides, glutamate, D-serine, gamma-aminobutyric acid, and glycine.\textsuperscript{11–16} Drugs targeting neurotransmitters can affect the related neural systems.

Neuromodulation has also been considered to be a therapeutic method for restoring neurological function by neurostimulation.\textsuperscript{17} Neurostimulators include auditory brainstem implants, brain-computer interfaces, deep brain stimulation, functional electrical stimulation, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, peripheral nerve stimulation, spinal cord stimulation, transcranial direct current stimulation, and intrathecal drug delivery systems.\textsuperscript{18}

Until the last decade, neuromodulation was considered as a method that carries out interactions based on principles of nerve cell physiology, by neuromodulation techniques which include neurostimulation by implantable devices,\textsuperscript{19} and as a mechanism for neurological functional recovery by controlled electrical stimulation.\textsuperscript{20}

Neuromodulation, defined by the International Neuromodulation Society as a therapeutic alteration of activity through electrical and drug stimulation, both are introduced by implanted devices and can be used to modulate neural function.\textsuperscript{21} More accurately speaking, neuromodulation should also include physical or interventional regulation of neural function through neuromodulators or neurotransmitters, and cell therapy;\textsuperscript{5} implanted devices are not necessarily required.

Thus, neuromodulation is appropriately conceived of as the mechanisms and strategies used to activate neural function by implanted devices, neurotransmitters or neuromodulators, and cell therapy. As a neurorestorative mechanism, the term neuromodulation refers to modulation of function by using implantable neurostimulatory devices and medication or via

---

**Figure 2** Neurorestorative schematic diagrams for implementation.

Notes: Copyright © 2013. Dove Medical Press. Reproduced from Huang H, Sharma HS. Neurorestoratology: one of the most promising new disciplines at the forefront of neuroscience and medicine. *Journal of Neurorestoratology*. 2013;1:37–41.\textsuperscript{16}
modulation of ongoing neuronal spiking by the action of neurotransmitters or neuromodulators on local postsynaptic receptors. Further, implantable neurostimulatory devices and medication may also play a role by causing neuronal spiking and/or modulating ongoing neuronal spiking.

Neuroprotection

Neuroprotection refers to the mechanisms and strategies protecting against neuronal injury and degeneration in the nervous system, and includes all acute neural disorders and chronic neurodegenerative diseases.

As one of the neurorestorative mechanisms, neuroprotection works by limiting excitotoxicity and oxidative stress, and coping with inflammatory changes, iron accumulation, protein aggregation, and mitochondrial dysfunction.22–25

The goal of neuroprotection is to limit neuronal dysfunction/death when damage or degeneration is occurring, and to maintain the integrity of neural function as far as possible. As one of the neurorestorative therapeutic strategies, neuroprotection includes free radical trappers/scavengers, anti-excitotoxic agents, apoptosis inhibitors, anti-inflammatory agents, neurotrophic factors, metal ion chelators, ion channel modulators, gene therapy, and cell therapy.26–28

Neuroplasticity

Neuroplasticity encompasses both synaptic plasticity and nonsynaptic plasticity, which changes in the neural pathways and synapses in response to changes in behavior and environmental/neural activity, as well as changes resulting from bodily injury. Neuroplasticity continues but declines with advancing age.29,30 It occurs at the cellular level due to learning or on a larger scale at the cortical level in response to injury and in healthy development, learning, memory, and recovery from neural damage.

William James proposed the idea that the brain and its functions were not fixed throughout adulthood in 1890,31 but Ramón Y Cajal concluded in the early 20th century that CNS neurons could not regenerate.32 However, Hebb and Konorski introduced the idea of neural plasticity at a functional level, and Liu and Chambers observed sprouting while Raisman demonstrated sprouting based on experimental quantitative electron microscopic techniques.33–36

Throughout the 20th century, it was believed that the structure of the brain was relatively immutable after a critical period during early childhood. However, there is increasing evidence showing that many aspects of the brain remain plastic even in adulthood, and retain the ability to change throughout the lifespan.37 Neuroplasticity can be classified into two types. One is the physiological processes that are an obligatory response to neural development, learning, memory, sensory input, motor act, thinking, cognition association, awareness, and other neural activity. The other is the obligatory pathogenetic processes that occur in response to neural damage or degenerative insults. When an animal suffers from a disease or injury, nature intervenes and offers a mechanism to repair the structural damage and restore its function for survival.

Neurogenesis and neuroregeneration

Neurogenesis refers to the regeneration of neurons from neural stem cells and progenitor cells. The first evidence of adult mammalian neurogenesis in the cerebral cortex was demonstrated by Altman in 1962,38 who subsequently discovered that adult neurogenesis occurred in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus.39

Many factors have the ability to affect the rate of neurogenesis in the hippocampus. Cerebral ischemia,40 epileptic seizures,41 and bacterial meningitis42 may induce neurogenesis. On the other hand, chronic stress and aging can result in decreased neuronal proliferation.43-45 Exercise and an enriched environment can aid the survival of neurons and promote newborn cells to integrate into the hippocampus.46-49

The term neuroregeneration also includes generation of new neurons, glia, axons, myelin, and synapses, so is similar to the concept of neurogenesis, but broader. Generally, neuroregeneration is taken to mean axonal regeneration.50 Neuroregeneration occurs to a significant degree in the peripheral nervous system.51 However, unlike in peripheral nervous system injury, injury to the CNS is not followed by extensive or robust regeneration, being limited by the inhibitory influences of the glia and extracellular environment.

In summary, it is now possible to promote functional neurorestoration via various strategies either in isolation or in combination, based on CNS neurorestorable theory. The concept of CNS neurorestorable theory, neurorestorative process, and law helps people to understand the real value of what they are doing and where they stand. Further, new perspectives on CNS neurorestorable theory, neurorestorative process, and neurorestorative law can help people clearly see current advancements in many viewpoints of neuroscience and clinical disciplines related to neurorestoration. The mechanisms of functional recovery are well known to vary at different pathophysiological stages (Figure 1A–C), but currently their activity cannot be well controlled or adjusted because we still do not clearly understand these mechanisms.
in detail. Definitions of neurorestorative mechanisms often overlap with each other and are not well delineated, it is not easy to differentiate them clearly in clinic. Given that the fixed pattern and route vary case by case, neurorestoration is a realistic route to reach the target, similar to the rule that fluid follows the path of least resistance in hydrodynamics. Excitingly, more research attention is now being paid to neurorestorative mechanisms at a higher level.
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